Announcement
Faculty of Graduate Studies, Mahidol University
Subject: Students who passed the Second English Proficiency Examination,
Academic Year 2011/12

The Faculty of Graduate Studies held the Second English Proficiency Examination for graduate students on October 6, 2012.

The students who passed the English Proficiency Examination, and have acquired the English competence standard, as set by the Faculty of Graduate Studies, are categorized into 3 groups:
1. the students who pursue a doctoral degree and achieved a minimum score of 500,
2. the students who pursue a master’s degree level (International Program) and achieved a minimum score of 45, and
3. the students who pursue a master’s degree level (Thai Program) and achieved a minimum score of 40

Those students who have passed the Second English Proficiency Examination are listed below.

DOCTORAL LEVEL STUDENTS

Faculty of Pharmacy
Pharmacy Administration
5238754 PYP/D MR. CHALAKORN CHANATITTARAT
Phytopharmaceutical Sciences
5137913 PYPH/D MISS CHOMKAMON UBONNUCH
Pharmaceutical Chemistry and Phytochemistry
5036303 PYPP/D MR. SOMJATE LAIVUT

Faculty of Medicine Siriraj Hospital
Immunology
5337182 SIIM/D MISS RATTAYA SUPOKAIVANICH
Microbiology
5436081 SIMI/M MISS SUPINYA PHAKARATSAKUL
Faculty of Social Science and Humanities  
Public Policy and Public Management  
5437931 SHPP/D MISS ACHAREE TIPHTANATORANIN

Faculty of Science  
Polymer Science and Technology  
5036067 SCPO/D MR. ADUN NIMPAIBOON  
5137881 SCPO/D MR. SARAWUT PRASERTSRI

Biotechnology  
5137146 SCBT/D MISS PHICHAYAPHORN ARYUMAN  
5536878 SCBT/D MISS SIRIWAN ISASAWIN

Biochemistry  
5338034 SCBC/D MISS SUTHAMAT NIYOMPANICH

Microbiology  
5437463 SCMI/D MR. RACHASAK BOONHOK

Faculty of Medicine Ramathibodi Hospital  
Clinical Pathology  
5237515 RACP/D MRS. MAYUREE KENGKATE

Faculty of Public Health  
Health Education and Behavioral Sciences  
5537144 PHPH/D MISS KANNIKA SUPACHAI
MASTER’S DEGREE STUDENTS (INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM)

Faculty of Environment and Resource Studies
Environmental Management and Technology
5537762  ENMT/M  MR. HIROKI HATA

Faculty of Tropical Medicine
Tropical Medicine
5436344  TMTM/M  Acting SUB-LT. TATCHAI SUBSUEBWONG

Faculty of Pharmacy
Biopharmaceutical Sciences
5536693  PYBS/M  MISS ACHARAPORN RATTANAMANEERUSMEE
5537871  PYBS/M  MISS AMORN RAT THUENGERN
Pharmaceutical Chemistry and Phytochemistry
5437065  PYPP/M  MISS TIMPIKA IEMYEN
5537591  PYPP/M  MISS JIRAPAT SAETAN

Faculty of Science
Environmental Biology
5336652  SCEB/M  MISS AUMMARIN CHALOEMTHANETPHONG
Toxicology
5536428  SCTX/M  MISS PHORNTHIP TOMOUNG
5537005  SCTX/M  MISS PATTIRA CHONLAKE
Biotechnology
5537345  SCBT/M  MR. ANUKOOL KHAMMONA
Applied Mathematics
5536908  SCAM/M  MR. WORAWUT SAETANG
ASEAN Institute for Health Development

Primary Health Care Management

5437355  ADPM/M  DR. SURACHAI  CHOKKHANCHITCHAI
5536898  ADPM/M  MR. KAVEKINI  NEIDIRI
5536899  ADPM/M  MR. PRECIOUS WILLIAM CHIGONA PHIRI
5537723  ADPM/M  DR. TANAKORN  SARANYAPINYO
5537725  ADPM/M  DR. JIRASAK  VARASUNDHAROSOTH
5537730  ADPM/M  DR. NUTTANON  PEERAPANURUK
5537733  ADPM/M  DR. PICHIT  SUKSABYE
5537734  ADPM/M  DR. THEERARAT  PHONRACHOM
5537736  ADPM/M  DR. DECHA  PONGSUPHAN
5537770  ADPM/M  MISS TRIPTI  SHRESTHA
5537772  ADPM/M  MISS WIN MO MO AUNG
5537773  ADPM/M  MR. CHAN  NYEIN

International College

Business Modeling and Analysis

5238805  ICMA/M  MISS HATAITIP  THANESVORAKUL
5338889  ICMA/M  MISS ARAYA  GERABUN
5338891  ICMA/M  MISS SUTHASINEE  ANAKKHAMAT
5338892  ICMA/M  MISS NAREEPORN  KONGTHON
5338894  ICMA/M  MISS THITIPORN  THANAVUTWATTHANA
5338896  ICMA/M  MISS SALINEE  PHINHONGTHONG
5338897  ICMA/M  MISS KULPATTRA  AMNATHANKIT
5338900  ICMA/M  MISS NUNNAPAS  LERDCHAIPETCH
5338909  ICMA/M  MISS PUKSIRI  PIYAVAT
5438662  ICMA/M  MISS CHULEEPORN  WONGMONTHA
5438663  ICMA/M  MR. VIVIS  PATTANAPONGSATHIT
5438665  ICMA/M  MR. TANAKORN  UDOMSINPRASERT
5438668  ICMA/M  MISS PORNPATCHARA  THAITHATKUL
5438675  ICMA/M  MISS KAMPIRA  KHOMAPHAT
5438678  ICMA/M  MR. PRANOTE  PROMMAS
5438680  ICMA/M  MISS ANTICHA  SUVICHANWORRASIN
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5438681  ICMA/M  MISS WASINI  EINGPRASERT
5438685  ICMA/M  MR. KANIT  MUANGNIL
5438686  ICMA/M  MISS THITIMA  POTIRAT
5438691  ICMA/M  MR. NATDANAI  SAE-LEE
5438820  ICMA/M  MISS PHUTTIPORN  SIRIPIPATH
5438863  ICMA/M  MISS AMORN RAT APIRATWARAKUL
5438864  ICMA/M  MISS NUTTAYA  VONGSRALUANG

Tourism and Hospitality Management
5338773  ICH/M  MISS KANOKWAN  CHAMFUNG
5338775  ICTH/M  MISS TATSANAPARN  OUITHAWORN
5338914  ICTH/M  MISS CHOMPHUNUTH  RINTHARAMEE
5338924  ICTH/M  MISS DARAKORN  BHAKDIKUL
5338925  ICTH/M  MR. THANACHAI  SASIKANOK
5338927  ICTH/M  MISS PETCHPAI LIN  SRIKRAM
5338928  ICTH/M  MISS PATHRIN  TECHAWAN CHAI
5338929  ICTH/M  MISS THANYINEE  JALANUGRAHA
5338930  ICTH/M  MISS SIRIRATTANA  SINGSAIKAWIN

Faculty of Public Health
Public Health
5536754  PHMP/M  MR. LONG  CHANBOPHA

MASTER’S DEGREE STUDENTS (THAI PROGRAM)

Faculty of Engineering
Enterprise Architecture
5536247  EGEA/M  MISS KAMONWAN  DUANGCHANTRASIRI
5536249  EGEA/M  MR. PANJAPHON  THAIPIYA
5536251  EGEA/M  MISS NETIMA  TANGJUNTUK
5536252  EGEA/M  MISS WANWIMOL  TENGSRIRWAT TANA
5536248  EGEA/M  MISS NARISSARA  SANRUANGDECH
5537037  EGEA/M  MR. KLODBAWORN  KHAONGARM
5537038  EGEA/M  MR. MEEPOOM  MONGKOLSU KSRI
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5537041 EGEA/M MR. CHAIYONG JUIDONKLOY
5537042 EGEA/M MISS WORAON PRATOOMSUWAN
5537044 EGEA/M MR. THANAKRIT LHONGTHONG
5537045 EGEA/M MR. PEETI KAEWSAARD
5537046 EGEA/M MISS BUDSAYA WITCHUPAKORNVANICH
5537047 EGEA/M MR. SAKKARIN NAMWONG

Faculty of Social Science and Humanities
Ethical Studies
5336814 SHES/M MR. PONGTEP KRAJANGPIT

Social Sciences and Health
5537090 SHSH/M MRS. THANYAWEE SITTHISOM

Sport Management
5137411 SHSM/M MR. TITACHOAT MUANKAEW

Environmental Social Sciences
5537076 SHSS/M MISS NUTNARIN POONSAWAT

Research Institute for Languages and Cultures of Asia
Cultural Studies
5536168 LCCS/M MISS RENUKA RITTHIDET

Culture and Development
5137484 LCCU/M MR. NUSATI NAKPROM

Faculty of Medicine Siriraj Hospital
Epidemiology
5536547 SIEP/M MISS RUSILA TOKILAY

Faculty of Environment and Resource Studies
Technology of Environmental Management
5436547 ENTM/M MISS MALIWAN PUANGMANEE
5537897 ENTM/M MISS PACHARAWAREE JAIHAN
Announced on the 19th October, 2012

(Prof. Banchong Mahaisavariya, M.D.)
Dean
Faculty of Graduate Studies, Mahidol University